
Judge’s Comments – Natural History – Print 

Blue Damsel fly 

The detail depicting this blue damsel fly is exquisite.  The composition has been kept simple 

but really effective.  Placing the subject using the horizontal line through the centre of the 

print is a very strong element.  The colour is natural and enables the viewer to accurately 

determine the species.  The subject is also tack sharp allowing some really fine detail to be 

observed. 

 
 
Cortinarious sp. Fungi 

I think this print has enough detail in the subject matter to clearly describe the genus that this 

group of fungi belong to, I’m too am struggling to ID the specific, perhaps Cortinarious 

melimyxa, not sure.  The caps and stipes are very well described, with the stipes being 

distinctive. The gills can be seen in the specimen bottom left, this is important as the colour of 

the gills helps with identification.  The colour is accurate and there is just enough habitat 

evident to tell what these fungi are growing on. 
 

Juvenile Bellbird 

I think that this Juvenile Bellbird has been beautifully portrayed in this print as it looks and 

feels entirely natural.  The colour depicts and exactly describes what a juvenile bellbird looks 

like to the viewer.  The diagonal created of the perch and placing this in the bottom left third 

of the print is a very strong element contributing to the overall strength of the composition, 

this has also placed the eye of the bellbird almost dead centre.  The clean out of focus space 

on the right adds depth and the feeling that the subject can and probably did fly off into this 

area.  Lastly the habitat of the where the species was photographed is accurately described. 
 

Myrcene Species 

This print receives the Webber Memorial Trophy.  This is a very strong composition, finding 

three specimens at slightly different stages helps to tell the nature story.  Pictorially the print 

stands out, the lighting on the fungi is perfectly exposed for the whites with beautiful detail 

through the gills, caps and stipes of the fungi.  The focus covers the entire main subject 

leaving the background clean and nicely out of focus.  The habitat where these fungi are 

growing is also well described.  The spider webs adding to the story. 
 

 


